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FIOURES OF LiST

COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCY OF THE WEDGE PRISM METHOD AND T

CUCULAR PLOT METHOD iN ESTIMATING VOLUMES
OF DOUGLAS-FIR STANDS
INTRODUCTION
When the wedge prism methods

of cruising was introduced

in the Northwest In 1955 by Lucien B. Alexander (2) of
son, Bruce, and Girard as a practical field method for
determining timber volumes, it immediately aroused the
attention of foresters to the possibilities of' speeding up

and reducing the costs of cruising timber

stands,

Questions

arose as to the accuracy and suitability of the method
as compared to the conventional plot method.

The purpose of

this study was to determine the answers to these questions.

This paper is presented in two main divisions which
include the theory and techniques in use of the wedge and
the results of a field trial using the wedge prism method
and the

l/L-aere circular plot method in southeastern Lane

County, Oregon.

The discussion will include the history,

development, theory, and techniques of the wedge prism
method.

This will be followed by the details and results

of a field test which was undertaken to determine the

effectiveness of the wedge prism

method for use by

practicing foresters.

'This paper uses the term "wedge prism method" to indicate
that system of variable plot cruising which utIlizes a
wedge prIsm as an angle gauge.
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Plate

I. Displacement of

Trees as Viewed Through a
Wedge Prism

Picture A. shows a tree
completely displaced. This
tree would not he tallied.
Picture B. shows a tree

partially displaced. This
tree would be tallied.

Plate II.

thod by Which the Ahney Hand Level

is Used With the Wedge Prism to Correct for Slope

The Abney is sighted at the viewing point on a tree
and the bubble is leveled. The Abney. is then turned at a
right angle to the line of sight and the wedge prism Is
placed on the barrel of the Abney. The Abney bubble s
again leveled. The wedge prism is then rotated at the
correct angle for viewing.

PART I - THEORY AND TECHNIQUES OF THE WEDGE PRISM METHOD

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The oriqinal retorts whIch led to the development of
this method were published by Walter Bitterlich (6,7)

l9L7 and i9L8.

in

Bitterlich's idea was that the basal area

per acre of a forest stand could be determLned by taking
sample estimates of

the stand basal area with a simple

angle gauge from given fixed points.
determine

He used the gauge to

which trees to tally at each point.

By multl-

plying the average tree count by an appropriate gauge factor, he obtained the basal area per acre.

The theory of

this method will be discussed later.

Bitterlich, an Austrian forest engineer, published
additional reports as he developed improved techniques
for using his Winkelzahl (tree diameter/spacing ratio)
method.

These reports were published in English in 1950

by Forestry Abstracts (8,9).

Soon after Bitterlich's original report, Danish,
British, and Australian authors

(li,28,29)

reported on

field trials using various angle gauges and techniques.

Their basal area determinations were generally comparable

to results obtained with

standard methods after learning

how to use the angle gauge properly.
In

1952, two Americans, L. R. Grosenbaugh (21) and

Stephen H. Spurt

(38) published accounts of Bitterlich's
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method. Grosenbaugh outlined in detail how Bitterlich's
method could be used to determine volume per acre by converting a suitable volume to average volume per square foot
of basal area. Grosenbaughs description of the theory and
practice of the method spurred investigators (14, 25, 53)
throughout the United States to give it a trial.

During the developmental period after Bitterlich's
first reports, numerous types of
posed by various foresters.

angle gauges were pro

Bitterlich had first suggested

the use of a meter stick with a two centimeter-wide crossarm
affixed to one end (7). By sighting from the opposite end,
one could project an angle by looking past the ends of the
crossarrn.

He also suggested the use of spectacles etched

with a scale or a monocular telescope with an internal scala

similar to artillery binoculars (8).

He later designed a

commercial Instrument known as the relascope (9).
Lovengreen (29) in 1950 described a mirror instrument
he devised. Cromer (114) reported on his invention, the
reflectorscope, in 1952. Carow and Stage (13) suggested
the use of one's thumb held at a constant distance from
the eye as a rough angle gauge.

The above describea gauges

all presented difficulties In their use in that they were
awkward, expensive, difficult to use, or did not function
under dimly lighted conditions (2, 11, 15).

The first rentIen of wedge rrisms as angle gauges
was nade by 0. Muller In 1953 as reported in 1955 by

David Bruce (12). Cromer (15) also reported on Muller's
work.

In 1953, the Portland, Oregon, consulting forestry firm
of Mason, Bruce, and Girard developed a prism mirror device
for establishing reference angles (11, p. 163). In the
latter part of 1955, Lucien B. Alexander of this firm des
cribed the currently used wedge prism method at a meeting
of the Society of American Foresters in Eugene, Oregon (2).
He described the specialized techniques which had been
developed for the use of' this method.
Wedge prisms attained national prominence early in
1955 wIth the tubiicatlon of an article (11) on their use
by David Bruce of the Southern Forest Experiment Station.
The use of the prism solved most of the problems encountered
with previously described angle gauges. It was fast, easy,
and inexpensive.

Other investigators continued to make tests of the
method using various types of angle gauges (17, 59) on small
tracts. These trials, and those previously rentloned, were
probes into the new method which met with varying degrees
of success. The tests were made on tracts of forty acres

or less in size, and except for Trappe's lodgepole pine test
(39) were made on areas for which a 100 percent tally was
available.
As reported by Dilworth (18, p. 1147), Girard and
Gevorkiantz Indicate that in order to obtain a sampling
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accuracy of' ten percent (one standard error) for a tract

as small as forty acres the stand variation must be very
low and one must employ a cruise intensity of from twenty
to sixty percent.

To obtain a sampling accuracy of five

percent (one standard error) for a forty-acre tract, the
stand variation must be extremely low and half the acreage
of' the stand must be sampled.

It therefore appears that

the study areas may have been too small to sample and
obtain five or ten percent sampling accuracy.

Grosenbaugh

(23, p. 3) pointed out that misinterpretation of normai
variation attributable to sarnling has

invalid comparisons in

been one cause of

some reports.

in this same article

published in 1957, Grosenbaugh

reported on the results of a study in which sampling with
a wedge prism was compared to sampling with standard

l/I-acre

circular plots.

from the center of'

The wedge observations were taken

655 l/1.-acre circular

over southeast Texas.

plots scattered

The results were that basal area and

cubic volume as estimated by each method were practically
identical.

Board foot volumes checked within 1.1 percent.

The standard error for the 1/Li-acre circular plot estimate
)4.3 percent. The wedqe point
).6 percent. Therefore both methods

of board foot volume was
standard error was

could be expected to give better than t
acy for odds of twenty to one.

test that has been reported.

jO percent accur-

This is the most convincing
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In order to provide practicing foresters with a guide

to the various techniques emp1oyd in the prism wedge method,
John Bell and Lucien B, Alexander collaborated
handbook of instruction

(5)

published in

1957.

on writing a
This Is a

basic reference which gives a good discussion of theory as
11 as technique in use of the method.
A use of the wedge prism other than for cruising was

described by Gockerell (19) in which it Is utilized to
determine the form class of a given tree,

This method

shows promise as a check for experiencedcrulsers as well
as for training new cruisers.

In addItIon to the discussion of Bitterlich's theory

by the previously mentioned authors, other writers (1, 31,
ti) have furnished helpful insights as to why and how the
method works.

A discussion of

the theory of the method

f' 0110w

THEORY O' THE WEDGE PRISM METHOD

The basic principle involved In. this method of cruising
is the same regardless of the type of gauge used to determine the critical angle.

Both Bitterlich

and Grosenbaugh

offered explanations of' how the method works. Afanasiev

stated that his students understood the variable plot
radius explanation (Bitterlich) more easily than Grosen
baugh's point sampling idea. Husch, Bell, and Alexander

also use this method to exolai.n hcw the system works.
lus concept. One of the difficult
Var!able pJot
Ideas to grasp with the new method Is how one can determine
basal area per acre without laying out a plot of known area
on the ground. In order to place this new method in a
frame of reference to previous fixed radius plot systems,
one may compare It to the concentric plots used in reproduction studies and by the U. S. Forest Service Forest
Survey. in reproduction studies the small trees are commonly sampled on a 1/250-acre circular plot which Is
divided Into four mU-acre quadrants, while scattered seed
trees may be counted on a larger radius concentric plot.

Basically the angle gauge delineates an infinite
number of concentric circular plots around a sampling
point. When on views a given tree from a given point
with an angle gauge, the tree will appear to be Included
within, equal to, or larger than the projected angle. The
exact distance at which a tree of a certain diameter will
appear just equal to the projected angle can be calculated
(5, p.8) This Is the radius of the plot on which trees
of that diameter will be tallied. Each diameter class
will have its n plot radius. This radius can be used
to calculate the area of the maximum size plot on which a

tree of a particular size will be tallied.
The key to Bitterllch's concept Is that all trees
selected to be tallied have a common basal area/plot area
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ratio.

A tree of small basal area will only be counted on

a small plot, while a tree with a larger basal area will be
counted anywhere on a larger concentric plot.

Bell and

Alexander illustrate this point (5, p. 21) by showing that

for a fivediopter wedge

r1sm a twelve-inch tree will be

borderline on a twenty-foot radius olot, a thirty-six-Inch
tree will be borderline on a sixty-foot radius plot, and a

sixty-Inch tree will be borderline on a one hundred-foot
radius plot. In each case the ratio of basal area over
plot area was shn to be equal to 27.2 square feet per
ac:e regardless of tree diameter or variable plot radius.
It can therefore be shown that a certain area at a given
location is being sampled depending on the size of the
trees around that point.

Voune i

açr,

Once this rapid means for determin-

ing basal area per acre was

available, Grosenbaugh (21)

saw that It could be used advantageously to determine volume per acre.

He converted a standard volume table into

a table showing the ratio between volume and basal area.
The trees which are designated for tally by the angle
gauge at a sampling location are cruised in the usual manner.

In the office the basal area per acre is estimated

for that location by multiplying the number of trees of
each Species counted at the sampling location by the basal

area factor of the wedge that was used. The board foot
ratio (ratio of the

volume to its basal area) for

U

each tree is obtained from the converted volume table.
These ratios are summed and then divided by the nwn.ber

of trees to obtain the average board foot ratio. This
figure is multiplied by the basal area per acre to obtain
board feet per acre. In practice these steps are combined
to simplify the computation. As will be explained
later, certain correction factors may need to be
introduced.
TECHNIQUES OF THE WEDGE PRISM METHOD

The method which uses a wedge prism for an angle
gauge may be outlIned as follows. Sampling location

centers are located in the same manner as for a l/4acre
circular plot cruise. At each sampling location, one
may either make a full sweep and sample all trees around
the location point or make a half sweep and sample- the
trees on the downhilX side of the sample point.

Trees are viewed either at D..H. level or at the
top of the first sixteen-foot log. The choice of
viewing point depends on where the basic volwie table
to be used indicates that diameter measurements are
taken. The combination of using half sweeps and
viewing the trees at the higher poInt works well because one tends to look over low brush and view the

trees In a more nearly horizontal plane.

This
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lessens the

.mount of slope correction that needs to be

applied to the prism.

If half sweeps are used, a reference point is established along the same contour as the center point.

By

back aver the center
point, one can determinìe which trees are on the downhill
sighting from the reference point

side of this reference line.
The diopter rating of the wedge prism to be used for
sampling a particular stand depends on the size of
and its density.

timber

Generally a prism is selected that wiLl

give an average count of four to six trees per point or
half point. Trees are viewed with the prism held directly
over the sampling point and with the prism pointed squarely

at the tree.
To make the correction

or slope distance when the line

of sight is not horizontal, the prism is rotated about Its
line of sight axis at the same angle as the vertical angle
from the cruiser's eye to the viewing point on the tree.

The Abney hand level is used to measure the angle and to

(5, p. 6).
The trees are now tallied which do not appear to be
completely displaced, hence "out" trees, as viewed through

make thls correction

the prism.

fljfl

The cruiser must take pains to Insure that all

but hidden trees are tallied.

be closely scrutinized to
"out".

Borderline trees must

determine if they are "In" or

Trees which cannot be definitely classified vInfl

or routn can he handled in one of two ways.

Bruce (11,

p. i6).) suggested alternately tallyin.g and rejecting
derline trees. Grosenbaugh later offered a method of more
precise determination through the use of the plot radius
factor (22, p.2i) The distance of the tree in question
from the sampling point is compared with the plot radius

for that tree to see if the tree should be tallied.
After the trees to be tallied have been determine
they are cruised in the normal manner. On cruises of large
areas trees are counted at all points but cruised on only
twentyfive to fIfty percent of the points. Normally,
sufficient data to determine the volume-basal area rat
may be obtained by tallying a minimum of sixty trees of a

given specion a given area (5, p. iO).
Before the cruise data can be computed, the basal area
factor must be computed for the particular wedge actually
used. This factor is determined by calibrating the wedge
wIth the use of a target of known width (ll p. i6Li. This
calibration process requires careful work if one is
obtain accurate results.
Bell and Alexander report that prisms ground with
exact factors can be purchased In quantity for 1.il5.00 each
from the Kallmorgan Optical Corporation, Northampton,

hssachusetts (5, p. 2). The approximate rJioter type costs
about çH2.50.

For one who plans to use the wedge extensively

the difference in cost may be justified by the following

advantages of the exact factor prism.
The work of several cruisers using prisms of the
same factors can be tabulated together.
The factor is determined precIsely by the manufacturer.
Plot radius tables can be worked up for field use
that will apply to more than one particular prism.
If the cruiser used half sweeps and viewed the trees
at a point other than D.13.}i., there are two additional
adjustments to make in computing the data. The first is
to multiply the average tree count or the average volume!
basal area ratio by two since trees were tallied on only

half the plot while the prism factor is calculated for a
complete sweep.1

The second adjustment to make is for bark thickness.
?ien a tree is viewed at D.B.H. and a volume table based on
D.B.H. as a variable is used, the same diameter measurement
outside bark is eing considered. Hence no correction is
needed. However, when trees are viewed at the top of the

first log, the voiume tables usually give a value for the
diameter inside bark. In this case, the prism factor must
he multiplied by the square of the ratio of wood diameter
to total diameter at the viewing point. Basal area calcuculated in this manner is the total area inside bark at the
If one wants basal
1This point w.ts verified in a letter from Mr. Aleander.
level at which the trees were viewaLl
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area outside bark, no wood to bark correction s needed.
The reason that the wood to bark ratio s squared is that
in order to reduce the area of a circle by multiplying by
a ratio of diameters, the ratio must be squared.
Fortunately a table of average wood to bark ratios for
various Northwest species is available. This table was fur
nished by the consulting firm of son, Bruce, and Girard.1
Portions of this table have been published by Bell and
Alexander (5, p. ii) and Gockrell (19, p.

TThe following information Is quoted from a letter dated
April 17, 19, from r. Lucien B. Alexander of the consulting firm of ?ison, Bruce, and Girard in regard to the
following table.
Reference is made to your request for information
about the number of samples of )ouqlas fir trees on which
we based our calculation of bark thickness. 1 am sorry,
but I do not have a record of the total number of trees
which went into the calculation. A large part of the basic
data is the property of the Forest and Range Experiment
Station, and the calculations were made by us at their
office. Our sample included 16 different series of
measurements from 16 localities in Oregon, Washington,
California, and Idaho. Each series included from 25 to
75 trees. e found a very small variance in the average
between localities, the average range at i6 feet above
the stump being .889 to .912 of the diameter as wood. In
any one area the variance was very low; to have an answer
written .00li to one standard deviation of accuracy, but
13 trees would need measurement.
On Iouq1as fir the bark thickness ratio at iDI3H, i6
feet, and 32 feet are not ti-is same. The bark Is thinner

In proportion at DBH than it is at i6 feet; and at 16 feet
it is thinner than 32 feet."

i6
TABLE I.

Table of Wood to Bark Ratios
for Various Northwest Species
Range

General

of Averaies.

veraQe

(Sixteen Poot Ratios)
Incense Cedar
Suqir Pine

rhite Fir (Concolor)
Western Larch

Douglas Fir
Poriderosa Pine
Amabijis Fir

i4rpicck
Western Red Cedar

Sitka Spruce

Alder

86
Os)

.899)

$ .J 7

.900

.889

.901

.97 *

:95j
962

.955
.937

.953

Douglas Fir
Noble FIr
Amabilis Fir

(ThIrtY
.918
.922

.912

.900 * .919

906

.9ic3

.971
.958

o 1oot R.tios)
.902 - .9k1

1emi ock

Western Red Cedar

Sitha Spruce

.912

.930

.911

.938
.955

.952
.971

OBSERVATZONS ON USE OF WEDGE PRISM METHOD

Although the use of the wedge has been described as

fast and easy (21), it has certain features which can lead
to gross errors. Various authors (5, 7, 8, 22, 37) hive
listed various precautions to follow in the use of the wedge
method.
1.

point.

These points are:
Use an unbiased system to locate the samping

1

7

Keep the wedge directly ever the sampling point
while viewing the trees.
Use a volume table which can be adapted to the
method.
)4

Ike a proper correction for slope.

5.

Use the proner diopter wedge.

Avoid bias due to brush, doubtful lire trees, and
edge effect,
Be sure no hidden trees are missed.
Be sure the wedge Is calibrated correctly
The last three poInts contain items which may not be
readily apparent to the inexperienced wedge user, but which
may lead to large errors in results.
.

Brush bias occurs when the deciduous or coniferous understory is so dense as to comoletely obscure trees

that should be tallied or riakes it difficult to determine
whether a trc'e is in or out, 'xami,les of this co ticri are
shn in lat III. 4lndfalls re oarticularly easy to rniss
in dense brush patches.
In order to mInimize this type of bias, one should use
the prism 1ot radius factor (5, p. 8) or a table of radii

for different tree size classes. This table is easy to
construct, but it must be made up separately for each
different wedge unless pr.sms of exact diopter ratings are
used.

Plate III. Brush Bias
Pictures A. and 13. Illus-

trate condItions under which

it may be very difficult to
see all the trees which
should he tallied at a given
wedge points
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In using this table, the cruiser measures the distance
from the sample point to the center of each doubtful tree.
He then measures the D.B.H. of the tree. By comparing the
distance measurement with the maximum plot radius for a tree

of this size, he determines if the tree Is "in" or "out".
If' there were many dense brushy points on the tract, the
cruiser would probably need an assistant to help look for
trees and measure the distance to them. In such a case
efficiency of the wedge system would probably be drastically
reduced.

Line trees are classed as doubtful when the displaced
image appears to line up with the opposite side of the tree,
but the cruiser is not absolutely certain of this.

This

condition occurs occasionally during the progress of a
cruise.
It occurs more often if the visual acuity of the
observer is not sharp, if the lighting conditions are
or if the trses have shaggy or moss covered bark.

poor,

The most

accurate way to check these trees is to use the diaeter-

radius table. An experienced wedge cruiser may consider
these trees to be borderline cases and tally every other
one (22, p. 23).
Edge effect bias occurs when the cruiser uses biased
judgment in locating or rejecting sample locations near the
border of the tract he is cruIsing.

This can be eliminated

by use of a procedure similar to that suggested by Spun'

(3w) or Grosenbaugh (22, p. 23).
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}fiiden Trçe. Hidden trees may occur in brush patches

or in dense stands of trees. They may also occur in two-age
stands where the wedge may reach out a considerable distance
to pick up large size trees. A wedge having a diopter too

small for the stand in which it is being used may lead to a
number of trees being hidden. This may occur in a dense
stand in which the critical angle projected by the wedge
includes trees that are behind other trees closer to the
sampling point. If the proper diopter wedge is being used,
one must still take care to be sure all on-plot trees are

being tallied.

c1ibraio.

Since there is only one true calibration

for a given wedge, one must use a procedure for determining

this factor which will give an accurate result. One should
either calibrate the prism on an accurate range or else use
prisms ground to an exact diopter rating.
Careless calibrations will introduce a systematIc error
Into the results. Bell and Alexander (5, p. 3) state that
In calibrating a five-dlopter wedge using a one-foot target
the distance from prism to target must be determined within
+ .10-foot for + one percent error in the basal area
factors. Distance measurements should be read to hun

dredths or thousandths of a loot to obtain accurate results.
A given error in the basal area factor will produce a
corresponding error In basal area or volume computations.
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PART II

FIcLb TEST OF fHi WEDGE PRIS1

ETHOD

In order to answer the questions relating to the
accuracy or suitability of' the wedge, it Is best to draw
on the experience of' a large number of' field tests by
different investigators on a variety of' areas. This study
was Intended to be one of those field tests. The results
of a large number of such empirical trials can be assembled
to form convincing conclusions.
This test was set up to compare the wedge prism method
with a standard sampling meth3d using the same plot centers
on an area for which a complete tally was available. Standard Bureau of Land Manaqetent cruising procedures1 were
used on all three cruises. The test was to be made on one

of the timber sale tracts the Bureau of Land i4anaçemeflt had
cruised on a 100 percent basis. How the test was set up
and how the test area was selected is described below.
TEST DESIGN

Purpose of Test. ThIs test was set up to compare the
efficiency of the wedge prism method with that of the standard i/L-acre circular plot system. In comparing efficiency
of' the two methods of plot sampling one needs to know both
the sampling accuracy of the method and the time required
1These procedures are outlined in handboocs and memoranda
issued by the Oreqon State Office, Bureau of' Land Management, U. S. Department of the Interior, Portland, Oregon.
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to take a given number of plots (39, p. C 19). One system
may give greater sampling accuracy for a given number of

plots, but if it takes longer to taDulate these plots, it
may be less efficient than the other method. It should be
pointed out that the term accuracy as used here refers to
statistical sampling accuracy and not accuracy of technlque.
Method of TestificLenct. The test of efficiency
was set up so as to assign a relative percentage v1ue to
the wedge prism method in comparison with the i/tb-acre plot
method which was assigned an arbitrary value of 100 percent.
This was done using a formula used by MBsavage and Grosen-

baugh (30, p. 572).
(Standard survey)2 (Total time for
Efficiency (error inpercent) (stp4r surve
in percent (Other survey )2 iTotal time for
terror thpercent) (other survey

The survey error used in the formula in this case
the standard error of the mean plot volume expressed as a
percent of mean plot volume. The total time is the sum
the total travel time between plots and the total time to
cruise the plots.
S
Slrce th data collected
by each sampling method were to be subjected to statistical
analysis, the components of the sample had to be completely
independent and the data had to he setected without bias
(3, p. liL1j.
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The former point, the keeping of the components of the
sample independent, has been the subject of contention
between foresters In the consideration of trees that might
be sampled from two different sampling locations by the
wedge prism method. This condition occurs when a large
tree Is located midway between sampflng points and the plot

radius for that tree is greater than halt the distance .be
tween sampling points. Grosenbaugh (23, p. 3) states that
sampling the same tree twice does not constitute bias but
that It 15 actually sampling with replacement. Husch
(26, p. 141) states, on the other hand, that observations
on overlapping plots are likely to be correlated. This
results In a tendency to underestimate the standard devia
tion. Dilworth1 states that sampling the same tree from
various sampling points Is a valid technique since the
data collected at each point are used to make an indepen
dent estimate of the stand's basal area per acre or volume
per acre.
If the data collected In a survey are to be analyzed
statistically, they should be selected in a random, unbiased
manner. However, various authors 1ve noted that data
collectedon plots which were located in a mechanical
arrangement can be subjected to statistical analysis, hut
1Diiworth, 3. R., "Section XXII. Variable Plot-Wedge Prism
Cruising," . 2l1.-2l5. This is a recently issued suppiement to Reference iS, arid Is paged 193-232.
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that the calculated sampling error will tend to be overestimated (18, . 137; O, p. 569 Lo, p. C-1).
Other items of bias which apply to both sampling
methods include edge effect bias and treatment of' line
trees. Edge effect bias occurs when plots are jocated

inside the perimeter of the area so that the strip of timber
around the border is not adequately sampled, This bias can
be avoided by taking partial plots when a plot center occurs
near the perimeter of the tract. This partial plot must

weighted according to the proportion of a total plot that
was taken.

Line trees which are located exactly on the border of'
a sample plot occur even when plot boundaries are measured
with a steel tape, Such trees are usually alternately
tallied and rejected, ias occurs when plot boundaries
are approximated and the cruiser has a tendency to reject
or tally too many trees which actually are definitely In
or out of the plot, This type of bias can largely be eliminated by better measurement technique,
TEST PREA

The area selected for testing was located in south
eastern Lane County, Oregon, It consisted of an .66 acre
sale which lay in two sections that cornered on each other
as shown in Figure 1. The timber on the adjoining private
sections had been previously removed. The tract lays at a
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general elevation of 2,000 feet.

The boundaries of the area

were marked with a posted or blazed line.

Approximately 95

percent of the area had a ground slope of 20 percent or less.
The varying levels of the large areas of relatively flat
benches were connected by steep slope

up to eighty percent

in grade.

The timber onthe area consisted of a virgin stand of
mature Douglas-fir (Pseudotsu5a menziesil (Mirb.) Franco).
There was a mixture of associated minor species which in-

cluded western red cedar (Thuaplicata Don), western hemlock (Tsuoa heterorthylla Sargent), incense cedar (Libocedrus
decirrejs. Torrey), and

Lindley).

lowland white fir (ADies arndis

A will be seen later, these species formed a

verysmall percentage of the volume of the stand.

The

understory was mostly open wtth a few thickets of western
hemlock reproduction and a dense ground cover of salal
(Gau1h.çriq. shallqn. Kaim).

This particular area was selected because it afforded

special opportunities to make

the test with a minimum of

conflicting sources of variance.

First, the area which had

been 100 percent cruised was relatively large

(8t.66

acres

An area of this size is near the minimum size that can he
sampled with a moderate cruise intensity (20 percent) and

still yield an

estimated sampling accuracy of approximately

flve percent (one standard deviation).

These figures were

set up as standards because they have been used by the
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Plate Iv. View of a Portion of the Study Area
Near Plot One, Section 11, T. 22 S., R. I W., Will.

r.

The cruiser is measuring the D.B.1-!. of a tree with a
diameter tape.
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Bureau of' Land Management and the Forest Service.
The second advantage of the area was its homogeneous
stand of' timber. There were the normal small openings,

dense patches of trees, and creek bottom timber changes,
but overall the stand could be classed as uniform. This
uniformity would tend to lower the variance between the

estimates of stand per acre obtained at the various plot
locations. For a given number of' plots this would tend
reduce the sampling error.
The third advantage was the combination of gentle
topocraphy and freedom from high brush. This condition is

not typical of large parts of the Doujlas-fir subregion of
the Pacific Northwest. however, by eliminating the need for
numerous large slope corrections and by making the test on
an area with open vision, two possible sources of' error were
reduced. The effect of these two variables could then be

studied in subsequent tests.
With the test area in mind it was necessary to select
the pattern of saipling location centers to be used. The
sampling centers were to be used for both the wedge prism
and the l/L-acre plots. Three basic criteria influenced
the development of' the pattern used.
The first Item was the desIre to introduce the slement
of randomness Into the selection of plot locations. Under
true random selection, every portion of' the tract should
have an equal chance for inclusion in the sample.
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The second element of consideration was the need to

cruise approximately twenty percent of the area by l/-acre
plots. This intensity was determined after a reconnaissance
and preliminary estimate of variance was made of the area.
Bell and Alexander (5, p. 17) recommend using the same Intensity of sampling locations with the wedge prism as would
be used for samDling with L/L-acre plots.
The third point was the desire to avoid the overlapping
of wedge plots. This was considered necessary at the time
the test was designed because the overlapping of plots was
questioned by Husch (25, p. 571; 2ô, p. Ll). To avoid this
overlapping, an estimate was nade of the maximum wedge plot

radius to be encountered on the area. For the five-diopter
wedge to be used and considering the size of timber in the
stand this radius was estimated to be 100 feet. Wedge
points would then have to be at least 200 feet apart to
avoid plot overlapping.

In order to resolve these three criteria, the unconventional zigzag system was devised as shown in Figures 2
and 3. Figure 2 shows four possible ZOO-foot radius plot
locations, it will be noted that the two circles within a
diagonal pair overlapped only a fractional amount. Since
it was necessary to include two 1/LI-acre plots per square

tally in order to secure 20 percent intensity, it was
necessary to use one pair or the other of the diagonally
arranged circles. It should be further noted that the four

r
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circles nearly cover the entire area of a suare

tally1

By

selecting the pair of circles to be tallied In an unbiased
manner, nearly every tree within a square tally has a chance
to be sampled.

This more nearly :eets the requireIents of

random sampling than does a mechanical spacing arrangeent.

In practice, the first plot of each cruising line was
chosen by tossing a coin high In the air and letting it fall
on the ground.

Once the first plot was determined, the

cruiser proceeded to other square tallies in that line in a
manner shown in Figure

3.

I-Is followed a course on the next

line determined by the location of the first plot which

again was selected by chance,
FIELD PROCEDURE

The l/L-acre plots were first laid out
and tallied on the tract by a twc-man crew consisting of a
Plot Location.

cruiser and a compassman. The two men waled together to a
plot center and the compassman marked the plot center. On-

plot time then began and the cruiser tallied trees that
were definitely in the plot. The compassnian made a permanent plot stake, hooked his tape to it and c1ecked the
boundary for doubtful trees. Only in the case of very close
determinations was it necessary for the cruiser to help in

this operation. The compassman helped measure diameters If
he finished the first phase of work before the cruiser was
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In this way both men were kept fully employed. One
man could have done the entire job, but the time would
probably have been nearly double that for the tw -man team1
done.

The same plot centers were later revisited by the
cruiser alone for the collection of the wedge data using
half sweeps and viewing the trees at the top of the first
sixteen-foot log. The method of determining selected trees
and the few number of trees to be cruised at each point
both suit this method to one-man operation.
The position of the plot centers was determined by
running lines with a hand compass and pacing the distance.
The beginning points of the various lines of plots were
set by chaining with a steel tape. From the ties to these
points, it was determined that the distances between plots
were consistently fifteen percent too long. Due partly to

this pacing error and partly to Irregularities in the tract
boundaries, only fifteen percent of the area was samed by
l/-acre plots instead of twenty percent as originally
planned.
** P

e

Tl

The 100 percent cruise of the area

made during February and rv'irch, 1957, by experienced
cruisers of the Bureau of Land Management. The cruising

was

lanes were delineated by string lines, and the trees were
cruised for gross volume, net volume, and log quality. The
acreage of the study area was computed from the notes of a
staff compass and chain closed traverse using the double

meridian distance method0
Tree 1easurements.

The basic measurements taen on the

indIvidual Douglas-fir tree to determine its gross volume

were D.B.H.O,, and height in thirty-two foot logs to a mere

charitable top

(eight inches I.B. for trees twenty inche

D.B.H. and smaller and twelve inches 1.8. for trees 21i,
Inches D.B.Ft. and larger) as

shown in the B.L.M. Taper-

volume Table (18, p. 226).

Diameters and heIghts of the

minor species were tallied in accordance with the stand-

ards set up in the volume table for each species

Diameters

of virtually all trees on the 1/J-acre and wedge prism
plots were measured to the closest 1/10-inch with a dia.-

meter tape and recorded by four-inch classes as listed in
the B.L.M. Taper-volume Table.

Sufficient

diameter meas-

urements were taken during the 100 percent cruise to enable

the cruiser to check his estimates.

Merchantable tree

heights were checked by measuring or pacing windfalls, and
by taking occasional measurements with an Abnay hand level,
The height of' each tree wa

not measured with the hand

level because this would have taken a disproportionately
large amount of time which would have been inconsistent

with normal cruising practice and would have affected the

time study. Each tree was cruised for

The l/Lacre

net volume and quality.

plot radius, after having been corrected

for slope percent, was measured to every tree near the
border of the plot.

This involved taking three to six
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Plate V. Compassman Running Line
to Delineate 100 percent Cruise Lanes

The blazed tree is on the south section line of Section
11, T. 22 S., R. t. W., Will. Met.
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measurements on most plots

Trees which had centers lying

exactly on the plot bound ry were alterratly tallr

nd

rejected. A record of the diameter of these line trees was
kept in case there was a large discrerancy between rejected
and accepted trees,, Actually the sizes of the trees bal
anced out very closely arid no correction was needed, A
separate lIst was keflt for unmerchantahie trees so that
culls were not balanced against good trees.
The Abney level siope corrections for the wedge prism
cruise were made for trees which were near thc limit of
their respective plot radii. The line trees were alternately tallied and rejected as in the i/It-acre plot method.
Windthrown trees did not comprise a significant portion
of the stand volume, but they did present a special problem.
Bell and Alexander (5, p. 10) suggest rotatinci the wecje so
tht the 1rrcie is displaced donnard, then viewing the tree
at the point on whic?i it would be viewed If standings They
advise disrecarding where the tree originally stood in
determining whether the tree was "In" or "out".
This procedure was not adequate to handle the majority
of windfalls encountered on the study area. These trees
were commonly pointing away from the sample point and

obscured by their own root wads, were lying parallel to
each other and obscuring each other, or were hidden by
brush or other debris. In these cases, the tree could not
be viewed from the sample point or even by moving away from
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the saniple point along an arc described by a radius equal to
the distance from the sample point to the viewing point as
Is done for other hidden trees.
Therefore, in order to determine if a windfall was

be tallied or not, it was first visualized as standing in
its original position and the location of its center point
noted on the ground.

For large trees which had slid away

from their original position this point could often only be
approximated withIn several feet. A standing tree of the
same size was then viewed throuch the wedge h1d at a distance from the tree equal to the distance from the sampling
point to the windfall center point previously noted. If
this tree was classed "in", the windfall was tallied. P
simpler method would have been to compare the windfall's

plot radius with the distance of its standing center point
from the sampling point.

rjjjess

In order to estimate a hark
thickness ratio for this particular stand, samples were
taken on nine wiridfalis which were not shattered or deford.
The sizes of the sample trees measured ranged from twenty
to forty-eight inches D.B.}T, D..H. and height In feet to
a merchantable top were taped. Then an i8.5foot length
was taped up the trunk from mean original ground line to
the top of the first sixteen-foot log. This allowed two
feet for stump and six inches for average trim allowance.
The bole was measured outside bark with a diameter tape.
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Then a cut was made on each side of the tree and the bark
thickness was measured. The sum of these two neasurements

subtracted from outside bark diameter was considered the
Inside bark measureient.
The average of the wood diameter to total diameter
ratios for the sample trees was .905 with the range from
.869 to .926. The standard error of the mean was .006.
The average bark ratio (.901) shown In the Mason, Bruce,
and Girard table was said to be computed from a large number
of samples of low variance. The average of samples taken on
this tract also showed a low variance and compared favorably
Gockerell (19, p. 657)
with the Pacific Northwest average.
concludes that it would be desirable to establish this value
locally If possible.

Since the average wood to bark ratio

test area appeared to be renrerather than the regional average for

obtained from samples on the
sentative, it was used

computing the wedge prism data gathered on this study.
Time Study.

In order to obtain time data for the

efficiency calculations, a record of interplot and on-plot
times was kept.

These times were determined with a sweep

second hand wrist watch to the nearest quarter of a minute.
Interplot tiie comprised the travel time from plot
center to plot center and the time necessary to make offsets
between cruise lines. The same interplot time was used for
both sampling methods.

The on-plot time

began with the

cruiser at the established plot center, Included the
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determination of which trees to cruise, the t bulatlon of
these tree and ended with the cruiser again at the plot
center.
Lost time, which includes such items as reconnaissance
time, lunch time, rest periods, walking to and from the
vehicle and vehicle travel time, was not included as workIng time because these items vary depending on. the area,
distance from office, and personal preferences. This study

reflects the actual time spent in traveling through the
stand from plot to plot and tallying the plot data. if the
lost time were a more significant quantity, as it is in certairi types of inventory cruises, plot cruising time would
be less Important.
OFFICE PROCEDURE

Volune Tp\bles.

The volume table to be used in comput-

Ing cruise data dictates to a large extent the crisIng practice to be followed in the fIeld. Diameter classes, log
length, merchantable top diameter, and form class determinations vary among various tables. The tables used for
this study were the standard volume tables for various
species prepared by the Bureau of Land nagement. The
B.L.M. Douglas-fir and hemlock taper tables contain log
diameter information from which the d.i.b. of the top of
the first sixteen-toot log can be determined. This enables
these tables to be used for the wedge prism method when
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trees are viewed at the top of the first sixteen-foot log as
well as for the standard methods. The minor species tables
had to be modified through the use of form class tables (35)
in order to determine the diameter inside bark at the top of
the first sixteen-foot log. For all practical purposes,
identical tables were used for all three cruises.

The conversion of the volumes given in these tcbles to
the volume/basal area ratios used in wedge prism method
calculations entailed considerable office time.

However,

If these tables were to be used for working up large amounts
of volume data, this conversion time would not be sign!ficant.

The salvage windthrown and dead standing trees in the
stand needed special treatment in the calculation of their

volume so as to deduct

the proper amount

for outer wood

deterioration. These salvage trees were tallied separately
and the average depth of saDrot penetration in windfalls

was noted by making test cuts at Intervals along the tree.
This depth was estimated for merchantable snags based on
experience with similar trees.
In the office, tables were prepared from the Douglas'

fir tap?r tbie by subtracting twice the average

rot depth

from the small end of each merchantable log, then computing
the volume of the inner core. These volumes were recombined
to glve the volume of a given tree. Standard deduction for
unseen defect and,

breakage was then applied to these

trees.

L-o

Weçgealibrat1on. The approximate five-diopter we

used in this test was calibrated using the procedure outlined by Bell and Alexander (5, p. ). In addition to the
items given in this pamphlet, personnel of' the Oregon State
Board of Forestry have developed the details of the system
to a fine degree. Great care is taken in preparing the

target, aligning the line of sight at right angles to the
target, and in determining the measurements.

Six or more

trials are taken and checked by different observers. In
order to determine the point at which the target appears
exactly displaced, a transit telescope Is used to view the
wedge and target.
The wedge was calibrated using essentially the above
procedure (Plates VI and VU). The target was well-lighted

and made of a six inch red target on white paper. Exact
alignment of the wedge with the target was accomplished by
lining up fr threads, two on the target frame and two on
the prism holder. Distance from the center of the wedge to
the target face was measured with a steel tape. Ten distance readings were taken as viewed through one side of a
binocular field glass. The basal area factor obtained by
averaging these readings was 2592.
The wedge was sent to Salem for calibration by I'essrs.
Skill and Schutt of the State Board of Forestry. They took
seven observations of a target six inches wide. The difference between the averages of the distance readings taken on

A.

B.

Plate VI. Equipment Used In Calibrating the Wedge Prism

Picture A. shows the target board with a six Inch wide target. The strings In view
B are all aligned with the left edge of' the target. The long axis of the prism holder
is then perpendicular to the target.

A.

B.

Picture A. shows both the target and the prism holder
with the alignment strings removed. A five-diopter wedge would have to he approximately
ten feet from the target in order to have the target appear displaced as shown In
picture B. The exact distance from wedge to target at which this occurs is used in
calculating the wedge prism factor.

Plate Vii.

Prism Calibration.

both ranqes was riot significant. Their calculated basal
area factor was 25.91. These two basal area factors would

give practically Identical results (5, p. 3).
RESULTS

Volwke.

ryjirt i3a1 Aj'a Qomparison. It will

be noted in Table II that the two sampling method values
for both gross and net volume per acre for all species were
quite similar, The standard error of the difference for
each of these values indicated there was no significant
difference between them at the one percent level of probability. The differences between them can therefore be
attributed to normal sampling errors.
The sampling cruise estimates are approximately oneThe
rd greater than the 100 percent cruise, however.
ference

Is too large to be attributed to normal sampling

errors In the l/-acre and wedge prism cruises.

It must

therefore be assumed that the difference is due to technique
error. Since the 100 percent cruise and the sampling
cruises were not made by the same cruiser, this error was
probably incurred in the determination of tree heights and
cull trees, These Items are more subject to cruiser opinion
than one of the other more easily aeasured cruising
elements.

The coefficient of varlation and standard error Of the

mean for the gross and net vo'ume estimates f each sampl
method are qiven In Table III.

Table U.

Board Foot Volume per Acre for Associated Species

as Estimated by Three Different Cruising Methods
oug as-

ross

:

t

Percent
difference

Gross
: Volune

Gross
Volume

Gross
Volume

ITet

ross

cross

'\ioluce :Voluiie
: All
:

.27 :

.13

:112.59

.44

.00

;1o8.75

.

porn 100 per-: Western :Western:lncense: Volume
All
:
cent
cruise
:Red
Cedar:Hernlock:Cedar
:White
Fir:Species:Species
Method :Volurne
Tnousan's Board Feet, cribner Lcima1 C ScaIii
100
:
: 83.13
: 1.86 :
.iS
.o4
.
2.39
percent ; 78.66 :
61.36
Cruising:

l/4-acrelO4.36 :
Wedge
:b0L16 :
Table III.

+33.3
+23.6

:

It.73

.

6.33

;

:

2.61

.6

:

:

:

83.58
81.69

Coefficient of Variation and Standard Error of' the Mean Expressed

as a Percent of Mean Plot Volume per Acre as Estimated by Two Sampling Methods

Cruising
Method

:
:
S

Gross Volume
per Acre All Species
Standard Error:
:
Coefficient
of the Mean
of Variation :

Net Vo urne

per Acre All Species

Coefficient
of' Variation
+45.3
+56.3

:
:

percent
:
:

Standard Error
of the Mean
+6.3
+7.8

Table IV,

Basal Area ( quare feet I. S. per acre) of 7vrchantable

Douglas-fir Trees at Top of Fir

S!xteen Foot Log

:Coefficlent of variation:Standard error of the mean

Crufsinçj:Bas.al area (square :(expressed as a percent :(expressed as a percent of
I
4

100

123.77

1 l4-acre

151.37

percent2

+1

.94
1

6.90

Wed g e

f Cruising Time

Cruising: Tota
ho.

T

e

Total : Tota
:Average:Standard error
:On-plot: of the mean :Interplot:Elapsed Crew :Total crew
onp1ot :Time in: (percent of : Time in :Time In: Size : Time in

:m4 .1

i/1j-acre: 765.0
Wedge

2 h67 .5

-t

-

Fa

15.0
:

9.2

229.6

: 697.1 : 1.00 : 697.1
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The values given in Table 111 for the 1/14-acre cruise

were consistently lower than the values for the wedge prism

that the wedge rirism method data
higher degree of variance. This Is probably due to

cruise.

had a

This indicates

the fact that the wedge prism plots covered only a 1800
A full sweep would have

sweep instead of a full cIrcle.

tended to include less varying conditions (25, p. 7).
In order to reduce the sampling error to the five
percent level,

it would be

sample plots.

For the estimated gross volume per acre of

necessary to secure additional

all species this would require

an estImated additional

fifty-five wedge prism plots or nineteen 1/14-acre plots.

The wedge prism

variance could also possibly be

reduced

by taking full circle wedge plots or by the use of a
smaller diopter wedge.

Each of these procedures would

include more trees at each sample point, but would intro-

duce complicating factors which would affect the efficiency
of the wedge prism method.

The use of full circle plots would involve time consuming uphill slope corrections.

Using a smaller dimter

wedge would include more trees and trees at a farther
distance from the sampling point.

This would Increase the

time to cruise a given plot, and would Increase the possi.
bility of missing trees at a considerable distance from
the plot center

(25, p. 573).

The effect of these various

items on the efficiency of' the wedge prism method could be

determined by further studies.
Time Study.

The results of the tlne study for the two

sampling methods are given in Table V.

This table shows

the actual time spent cruising plots (on-plot time) and
time spent traveling between plots and making offsets between lines (Interplot time). The total tiie to travel
between sampling points for each method was assumed to be
e qua 1.

The average time to cruise trees at an individual
sampling location was 15O minutes for the l/t-acre plot
method and 9.2 minutes for the wedge prism method.

The

standard error of the difference of mean plot times was
.90 minutes. The difference of 5.8 mInutes between mean

plot times was significant at the one percent level of
probability.
In addition to this real difference in on-plot
elapsed times there is the fact that two men were fully
utilized in collecting the l/J4-acre plot data, while one
man secured the wedge data,

If one man had cruised the

l/Iacre plots alone, It is estimated that nearly twice as
In order to weigt the
actual total elapsed time to account for the size of crew,
the crew size factor was introduced. This factor put both
times on an equal basis In terms of man-minutes. Since the
total crew time is used as a measure of cost (30 p. 571)
much time would have been expended.
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in the calculation of efficiency, the value
passman's time was calculated to be

tue.

This is based on an

hour for the cruiser and

.76

of the cruiser's

asswried hourly wage of

l.5

hours.

it took

2.5

;.2.l7 per

per hour for the corupassman.

The total difference in total crew time was

or 17.6

of the corn-

1053.Lj minutes

times as long to take fifty-

one l/!-acre circular plots as

it did to take

the same nuni-

ber of half sweep wedge prism samples.
Efficiency.

The efficiency calculation serves as a

means of comparing the cost in tiMe of securIng a given degree of samplinq accuracy by the two sampling methods.

The

more efficient method would tend to be more accurate for a
given time expenditure, or would tend to take less time to
secure a given degree of accuracy

(30, p. 569: 27, p. 19).

The forMula for relating the relative efficiency of
the two methods was given in the previous discussion of
efficiency.

This formula is a ratio which relates sampling

error and total cruising time for each method.

The 1/!p

acre plot method was designated the standard survey method

and arbitrarily assigned a value of 100 percent,
Using the standard errors for the net volume per acre
estimates of each method, the wedge prism value is 163 percent. This means that for the conditi:ns applying to this
particular test, the wedge prism method was sixty-three percent more efficient that the lA-acre plot method. Even
though the standard error of the mean plot volume for the
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wedge prism in thod was greater than the l/1-acre plot systern, the time expended was so much less that it would have
been more efficient to secure a given sampling accuracy by
taking a larger number of wedge points than i/1-acre plots.
Although a study was not made for the office compu
tation time for each samplIng method, it appeared that

after the initial volume table conversion, the wedge prism
method would take less time than the l/I-acre method. This

is largely due to the fact that fewer trees are tallied
using the wedge prism method.

The basal area estimates shown in Table IV followed
the same relative pattern as the volume estimates. This
is logical since both gross volume and basal area as determined at the top of the first sixteen foot log by the use of

.L.M. taper table are influenced by D.B.IL, height in
logs to a merchantable top, and tree count.

the

SU1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

method of cruising timber stands was
introduced to Northwest foresters in 1955, by Mr. Luclen
B. Alexander of the consulting firm of Mason, Bruce, and
Girard. This new method of determining timber volume offered a means of obtaining this information much more
rapidly and at less cost than the standard methods now
use. This paper sought to answer questions of how the
The wedge prism

wedge prism works and how

ts results compare with thos of

standard sampling methods.

The basic idea of the wedge prtsm method was developed
by Walter Bitterlich, an Austrian forest engineer. His con-

tribution was the devising of a rapid method of obtaining
basal area per acre with an angle gauge. The idea was
publicized and developed In the United States by L. R.
Grosenbaugh.

In 1955, David Bruce published an article proposing
the use of a small wedgeshaped glass prism as an angle
gauge. This wedge prism solved many of the difficulties inherent in the various anole gaurjes previously used. In 1957,
John Bell and Lucien B. Alexander published a bulletin on

the field use of

the wedge prism.

In the same year Grosen-

baugh published the results of' a test of the wedge prism In
southeast Texas.

This test showed that results practically

identical to those obtained by the more time consuming

i/ks-

acre plot method could be

obtained with the wed

e prism

method.

The principle of Bitterlich's method of

basal area per acre is that

obtaining

trees which have diameters that

appear to be less than a given angle projected by a gauge
The exact distance at

have equal basal per acre ratios.

which a tree of a given diameter may still be just tallied
can be calculated using the plot radius factor.

Thus, if

trees are grouped Into D.B.M. classes, they Iuay be visual-

ized as being subject to count on a series of concentric
circular plots.

The radius of each plot is dependent on

the diameter of the tree and the size of the projected

angle.

Different critical ançles are used for different

stand size and density conditions.
The wedge prism method Is a

sampling process In which

trees to be tallied are selected from sampling points
throughout the tract.

sampling point

The wedge prIsm Is held aver the

and trees around the point are viewed

through and over the prism.

If a tree does not appear ti

be completely severed as viewed through the prism, It Is

tallied.
The selected trees (usually

four to six per point) are

then cruised In the normal manner and volume per acre is obtained through the use of' volume-basal area ratio tables.

Certain precautions must he noted if accurate results
are to be obtained with the wedg prism method. By tailing
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to select sampling points in an unbiased

manner, use the

wedge properly, use a proper volume table, or avoid biased

methods one may seriously affect the accuracy of results.
Although it Is described as a simple method, one needs a

certain amount of instruction and practice on its use be*
fore trying It on a large scale basis.
The wedge prism method was field tested on a Bureau of
Land Management sale area tract in southeast Lane County,
Oregon.

An 8.a6

acre stand of Douglas-fir for which a

100 percent enumeration was available was cruised by the 1/14acre circular plot and wedge prism methods using the same
sampling centers. A time study was made so that the fficiency of the two sampling methods could be compared.

The gross volume per acre of all species was 83.13
M.B.F. per acre for the 100 percent cruise, 112.59 M.B.

F. per acre for the 1/14-acre plot cruise, and 108.75
?.B.F. per acre for the wedge prism cruise. The difference between the sample cruises was not significant for
the sampling accuracies obtained. However, In order to re-

duce the sampling error to five percent an estimated total
of fifty-one percent more half wedge plots than 1/14-acre
plots would have had to been taken.
The difference between the 100 percent and sampling
cruises was attributed to difierent cruisers' judgment of
tree heights and cull trees.

that
the 100 percent

It therefore appeared

although the sample cruises differed

from

5,

tally, they did not significantly differ from each other.
The time study showed that it took 2.5 tImes as long

to tally the 1/4-acre plots as it did the wedge prism plots.
The reasons that the wedge method was faster were that there
were fewer trees to cruise, there were no plot boundaries
to measure, and one man could efficiently cruise the pio
Although more half wedge plots than 1/14-acre plots would
be needed for a given, accuracy, the wedge plots were much
quicker to cruise. The efficiency test showed the wedge
prism method to be sixty-three percent more efficient than
the 1/4-acre method for securing a given saiipling accuracy
for a given time expenditure.
More studies of this new method. of cruising will be
needed. This study Indicated that the wedge prism method

is definitely more efficient than the 1/4-acre circular
plot method for obtaining estimates of volume per acre.
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